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Details of Visit:

Author: PG Dawn
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 31 Aug 2015 16:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 45
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Cosmopolitan
Phone: 01612366307

The Premises:

The Cosmopolitan is easy to miss if you are not looking for the brass panels on the front saying
about the rules of the club. (I think no trainers but that's by and by). It's near Chinatown and not far
from Piccadilly Station. (10 mins by foot) Up some stairs and it's on the 1st floor and go through the
door and wait to be buzzed in. Clean rooms, yes, nice showers, ditto, clean beds? Well, at VIP level
it is! Plus complimentary drinks (a bit of a bonus to get a beer on site!) but only cash so no cards.
Also, a bit of a pain recently because of the road works outside meaning, if you are not on foot, very
hard to get a space nearby cheaply... 

The Lady:

Alice is dark haired, a little top heavy but attractive and about 5ft so smaller than most. Gorgeous
smile, beautiful eyes, shaven and extremely easy to warm up to (personality wise) which is good if
you are not used to the surroundings. There's no website for Comospolitan so there's not much to
measure up but she's from abroad (Spanish) 

The Story:

It was good - it was a standard service and Alice, although no kissing on the lips or any extras
(OWO, for example) provided a decent service. If you are looking for something a little more hard
core, wham-bam-thank-you-mam, Alice is not your cup of tea. A nice chat before hand to find out
what she can do and can't do, a nice massage and gently ended with her on top and slowly riding
me away. A little forced at the end but I think it was time and it was getting pretty busy on site but
she still made sure I was fine and had a nice chat afterwards too. Overall, compared to some, a
decent service and certainly a friendly one but don't expect anything too much from Alice
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